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As a master teacher, John Santrock connects learners to current study and real-world
program, helping students observe how developmental psychology plays a role in their own
lives and future careers. Via an integrated, personalized digital learning program, students
gain the insight they have to study smarter and improve efficiency.
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Arrived Brand New Required for nursing school following semester. Readable. I appreciate the
updated research contained in the 5th edition; Quality was brand new publication at a
significantly lower cost than the college bookstore.5 stars for arriving promptly and in new
state. I hope there isn't any MyLabCard necessary for class, did not arrive with one. I
purchased the same edition as observed in the publication list. The most interesting textbook
I've ever had to read . Lacking Depth & there are research cited from 2010. Instructors
Although this textbook provides a decent account of life-span development, the third edition
provided even more depth. Content interest can be subjective to reader, I am enjoying.
Warning to College students & The first half of the reserve is more interesting but becomes
too general as it progresses. If you are an instructor using this reserve in your course, ensure
that you consist of supplemental readings; normally, your students will not fully grasp many of
the theories touched on in the textbook.Learners using this publication, beware: there are
practice quizzes you can take online as something provided by the textbook firm; however,
you won't find all of the answers in your 5th edition, however the answers are in the 3rd
edition. The textbook business did not update most of their queries for the 5th edition
textbook, and large chunks of another edition textbook are lacking from the 5th.Instructors
have to be alert to the quiz questions supplied by the company when they order the book.
Great Detailed and good book Fine textbook for Psych Class Good Condition, utilized but has
all webpages intact and it's legible! Students need the third edition and maybe even the fourth
edition to find the answers. Good Deal! The business will assure you they have updated the
answers and questions, but I could cite multiple instances where that's far from accurate. For
instance, they have questions about research and terms which are not in the 5th edition but
can easily be found in the 3rd edition. My suggestions: make your very own quiz and test
queries. So far, so good. Very frustrating and now left to repurchase brand-new for the same
cost simply for the codes and supplemental materials.. As described! Also, buying it utilized
was a huge money saver, therefore i can't really complain, since the text is required. I bought it
a month before the class and began reading it right away. So far, so good...for a text. It seemed
similar to an intro level textbook to psychology and development that you would need in an
intro level class. This text was purchased used for a class I'm taking online. What I could
definitely verify is that buying utilized texts is the way to go, and from Amazon I have always
been in a position to find what I've needed. I am prematurily . in the book to review content...
The most interesting textbook I've ever had to learn. I rented this but will probably purchase it
for referencing. If you decide to make use of their quiz questions, be sure you can find the
answers in the 5th edition before administering the quizzes to your college students..! It does
not include the access codes necessary for class . Good Deal!! Five Stars School publication,
what else can I say? As expected. As expected. An excellent textbook overall but does not go
into incredible depth. Not having anything to compare it with, I'd need to say that the subject
matter is quite interesting to me. A good intro level college textbook This was a
straightforward read textbook that I necessary for a class. Usual intro level college textbook.
Most of the answers to the questions cannot be found in the 5th edition. Lightning fast
shipping... It does not include the access codes needed for class work.. Avoid this option if this
material is needed!
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